Blockchain Service Offerings

Stay ahead of the curve with our Blockchain Solutions!

Indium’s team of highly skilled and experienced developers can support with getting projects launched on the Blockchain. Our solution architects possess excellent capabilities in tailoring the best solutions for all customer needs.
Services

- Proof-of-Concept
  Building end-to-end solution for MVP Architecture/solution design

- Smart Contract
  Smart Contract development
  Testing and deployment of smart contract
  Libraries to interact with application and middleware layers
  DApp development

- Solution Architecting
  System study
  Process definition
  Choice of platform/framework
  (Permissioned/Permission-less)
  Deployment strategy

- Infrastructure Management
  Infrastructure planning
  Setting up of nodes (cloud/on-prem)
  Maintenance of infrastructure

- Front End Application and Database
  UI/UX design
  Database design and implementation
  Development of UI as per the design
  Integration with DB and Blockchain layers

- QA Testing
  End-to-end testing
  Testing of DApps & API
  Smart contract Audit
  Specialized testing (Security and penetration testing)

- Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
  Development of ERC20 token and smart contract for related functionalities
  Security audit for smart contract
  Front end application development
  ICO admin and user dashboard development
  Deployment and infrastructure maintenance on cloud

- Crypto-Exchange Platform
  Development of exchange application
  - Front end design and development for crypto trading
  - End user and admin dashboards
  - Wallet management
  - Support for multiple cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies
  Testing
  - Application Testing
  - Security and penetration testing
  - Smart contract audit and testing

The Indium Advantage

- 2 years of experience in Blockchain development

- Built multiple POC and MVP for domains like Insurance, Logistics and Finance

- Setup ICO framework and Token sale

- Good Hands-on experienced team on Hyperledger and Ethereum

- Skilled in Chaincode development on NodeJS, GoLang, Solidity